Ark Pioneer learning at Home
Core Curriculum
English Language – Week 13
Work to be completed
Note: For English, it is easier to do 3 days of 1-hour literature lessons, and 2 days of 1-hour English
Language lessons rather than the recommended 30 mins a day of core subjects.
□
□

English Language lesson 1 – Grenfell article
English Language lesson 2 – Greek Myths 3 – The Myth of Pandora

Support Resources
□ Additional Support Booklet – English Language Week 12
Lesson 2
□ Video re-telling of the Myth of Prometheus and Pandora
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rNk-zV2T7bI

How will this work be checked?
Each week you will be given ‘red pen work’ to carry out corrections on the learning that you are
doing at home. Please make sure this work is done and that you correct all work in your exercise
book before you complete the quiz.
You must complete the weekly quiz for English Language online and the link to those is on our
school website in the ‘quizzes’ drop-down option from ‘Home Learning’.
How much time should I be studying and what happens if I don’t finish all my work?
For core curriculum subjects you are expected to do 30min each day as a minimum. Those
subjects are English language, English literature, Maths, Science, History and Geography. These
subjects all have a weekly quiz and will be checked in on by your form teacher when they call
each week. Note: For English, it is easier to do 3 days of 1-hour literature lessons, and 2 days of 1
hour English language lessons rather than the recommended 30 mins a day of core subjects.
All other subjects are ‘Extended Curriculum’ and they should be done after you have finished the
Core Curriculum tasks for the day. You should plan to do work in different subjects each day. We
recommend that pupils do one hour per week in each of the ‘extended curriculum’ subjects.
We recognise that it is not possible for all pupils to complete all work given the exceptional
circumstance. Please speak with your form tutor about the work if it is becoming unmanageable.
Support:
These workbooks have been designed for you to work through them independently. There are
several support resources available through the links above and further help inside this booklet.
You can also complete the alternative lesson in the Additional Support Booklet if you are finding
these lessons difficult.
However, if you have really tried but are still stuck or do not understand what is being asked,
please email your form tutor with clear details of the subject, page number and question/issue
that you have.
You can also find a video of the Greek Myth Lesson here:
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/how-are-greek-gods-and-mankindpresented/activities/2

Why is the work in this booklet important to complete?
This work is important to complete because you will learn to write a well-structured love story with
an opening, problem, solution and happy ending. You will learn about key grammatical rules that
will make your writing more accurate and precise.
You will also learn about famous Greek myths which influenced many famous writers who you will
go on and study. We have already seen a few of these influences in the setting of A Midsummer
Night’s Dream and the story of the poem Echo and Narcissus.
Can parents, carers and siblings help?
Yes, of course! Family members can help in the following ways:
Help you check your work using the answer booklet we provide.
Help you with the planning of the story and check their writing after you have completed it using
the Mastery Checks.
Write a story at the same time as you. You could then compare your stories and check each
other’s writing.
What else can I do if I love reading and writing and I want more of a challenge?
Keep reading articles.
Complete the Stretch/Aim High tasks at the end of the lessons in this booklet.

Lesson 1 – Grenfell article
1. Do Now
Below are two pictures of Grenfell Tower, a building which set fire on 14 June 2017. The first
is of the building ablaze; the second is the building now.
Write a short description of what you see in each picture. You should imagine you are
looking at the building from afar (i.e. you are not inside).

2. Background information
Read the following information about Grenfell Tower.
You can also use this link to watch a clip about the tragedy:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/44396458
The fire which destroyed Grenfell Tower in June 2017 was one of the UK's worst modern
disasters.
Just before 01:00 on 14 June, a fire broke out in the kitchen of a fourth floor flat at the 23
storey tower block in North Kensington, West London. Within minutes, the fire raced up
the outside of the building and spread to all four sides.
On the night, many residents were told to remain in their flats by the emergency
services and 65 were rescued. However, as the night unfolded, it became clear that
this advice was wrong and residents were told to try to escape. 72 people died in the
fire.
A public inquiry took place to determine why the fire spread so quickly and caused so
many deaths. One of the main reasons the fire was able to spread was cladding which
had been added to the outside of the building. This consisted of aluminium sheets
bonded to a central plastic (polyethylene) core and enabled the fire to spread across
3. Reading
the outside of the building.
Read through this article once, using the glossary to help with unfamiliar words.

We will never forget’: Grenfell survivors and
supporters unite online to mark fire’s third
anniversary
Stormzy and Adele send messages of support as community
remembers 72 lives lost in disaster
Grenfell survivors and
supporters have joined
together in a virtual
memorial to mark the
third anniversary of the
disaster.
Sunday marks three
years since the fire
which broke out in the
early hours of June 14 2017, and killed 72 people.
Organised by support group Grenfell United, a memorial was
streamed on Sunday evening with messages of support and
a two-minute silence for those who died.

Memorial – a
service to
remember
people who
died
Anniversary –
a date on
which you
remember
something
that
happened

This year’s memorial was moved online due to the
coronavirus pandemic.
Singer Adele, who visited Grenfell shortly
after the fire, said in a video message: “I
wanted to send my love to all of you today
and let you know that I’m thinking of you as I
always do.
“Even though we’re having to do this in the
virtual world, online, 2020 zoom life as it is, it is
still so important for us to mourn together,
and for us to remember that night and to
reflect on that and also reflect on where we
are now.
“And also to celebrate the lives that were lived before sadly
being taken that night.”
She added: “There has never been a more appropriate time
for us to truly exercise camaraderie and compassion and
open-mindedness and persistence. Persistence for answers,
persistence for action.
“And it’s a scientific fact that human beings are not
supposed to be left on our own.
“We need each other to survive and that is something that I
truly see in action with the Grenfell community.”

Mourn – to
feel sad
because
someone has
died
Camaraderie
– special
friendship
caused by
experiencing
something
similar
Compassion
– a feeling of
sympathy for

The singer added that she was proud and inspired to be
involved with Grenfell United “and to support your fight for
true justice, and also for the protection of other people, other
people that you don’t know and will never know”.

someone
who is
suffering

Stormzy also sent a message of support to
the survivors and those affected by the
disaster.
He said: “To all the people of Grenfell,
we’re still mourning with you.
“When the Government and the powers
that be have turned their back on you,
we’re here. We’ve got you, we remember.
“Grenfell is still a reality for these people.
“It was just a day, it was just a week, it was just a month for us,
it was a green heart, it was a badge, it was a tweet but that’s
still a dark reality for these people.”
During the online memorial, several families called for justice.
A bereaved family member from Grenfell United, who did not
want to give his name, said in one video: “We still don’t have
all the answers but we know the refurbishment
of Grenfell Tower was illegal and poorly executed, a
preventable tragedy caused by cost-cutting with no regard
for safety.
“Three years on, companies, corporations, national and local
government want us to forget. They want to be forgotten but
we will never forget.”

Bereaved – a
feeling when
a loved one
has died
Preventable
– could have
been
prevented or
stopped

The second phase of the public inquiry into the fire is set to
resume next month after being paused due to the
pandemic.

4. True/false statements
Read the following statements and decide whether they are true or false.
1. Grenfell Tower caught fire on 14 June 2018.
2. It is most likely that the fire was able to spread due to cladding on the outside of the
building.
3. An in-person memorial took place to remember the lives of those who died in the
fire.
4. Two celebrities who sent messages for the Grenfell memorial are Adele and
Stormzy.
5. 27 people died in the fire in Grenfell Tower.

6. Even though it was a tragedy, we know for sure why this happened and that it
won’t happen again.

5. Vocabulary
Use the following words in your own sentences about Grenfell Tower or the Black Lives
Matter movement.
Mourn

to feel sad because someone has died

Compassion

a feeling of sympathy for someone who is suffering

Bereaved

a feeling when a loved one has died

Preventable

could have been prevented or stopped

Camaraderie

special friendship caused by experiencing something similar

e.g. I mourned for my dog…
e.g. I showed compassion to X by…
e.g. he was bereaved for weeks after the death of his
best friend…
e.g. That mistake was completely preventable.
e.g. There is great camaraderie in that football team.

6. Grenfell Tower and Black Lives Matter (this is a stretch task)
Look at the following cartoon from the Guardian newspaper. Think about what you think it
is trying to say.

The top left reads: “shameful British moments…”
Some people believe that the Grenfell Tower tragedy is a racial issue because it caused
the deaths of many BAME (black and ethnic minority) people.
“We can't breathe”. In a harrowing call made to the fire brigade from her 22nd-floor flat,
these were some of the last words of 33-year-old Nadia Choucair, a nursery teacher who
died in the Grenfell Tower fire with her three daughters, Zainab, Fatima, Mierna, her
husband, Bassem, and her mother, Sirria.
How do you think we can link the Grenfell Tower tragedy to Black Lives Matter and the
death of George Floyd?
•
•
•

Write a few sentences answering this question
Try to use some of the words from the vocabulary exercise above
Do your own research on this first if you would like;
https://www.standard.co.uk/news/uk/grenfell-tower-fire-three-years-ona4468311.html

Lesson 2 - The Myth of Pandora
2.1. Do Now Recap
Write down what you remember about the Myth of Prometheus.
Mark your answer before moving on to the next task. This is
because the next myth, and the rest of the lesson, leads on from
this myth.

2.2. Think Hard – Why might Zeus want to punish mankind?
Write down three reasons why Zeus might want to punish mankind.

Lesson 2.3 Reading ‘The Myth of Pandora’
Read the Myth of Pandora twice. Keep your pen in your hand and write
down bullet points to keep a track of things that happen.

enduring – putting up
with something
proceeded – went on to
smith – creator

Beloved
Mortals

Embroidered
Veil
Wreath
Interwined
Renowned

Ensure

Cunning

Inquisitive

Deceitful

Thousands of sorrows
and sicknesses – things
that could trouble
mankind
hovered –
steal in -

rim – round tip of the jar
authority – power and
control

2.4. Think Hard – Questions

2.5. Reading Information – idiom
An idiom is a common saying / expression that is not clear from the
original words. This may be because a metaphor is used.
Think: Can you remember any idioms you have read in the poetry
we have read?
The idea of ‘Pandora’s Box’ has become an idiom which means a process that once
begun generates many complicated problems. In other words, something which, once
started, causes problems.
Example: ‘It seems like we've opened Pandora's box with this topic today. We've been
getting hundreds of messages from listeners from around the country who have been
affected by it.’
‘When trying to fix the computer, he didn’t realise he’d open up a Pandora’s Box of other
problems.’

2.6. Understanding the idiom
1. Use the idiom ‘Pandora’s Box in a sentence.
Support: Can you think of something, that once opened or started, causes problems?
2. How does your sentence draw meaning from and link to the myth?

2.7. Think Harder – Questions
Answer the questions in full sentences.

Challenge/Stretch: What is the significance of the Myth of Pandora? Write a
paragraph explaining why it is important. Use a quotation to support your
ideas.
Stretch and Aim High Tasks
□ Create your own cartoon about Grenfell tower or any other story from the news
□ Write one or two additional paragraphs about the Myth of Pandora using these
sentence starters:
o Furthermore, the gods are also seen as… We can see this when it says… This
suggests that the gods…
o Mankind, however, is presented in the myth as… The writer describes
mankind as… This suggests that mankind…
□ Rewrite the Myth or Pandora as either:
o A poem
o A storyboard (6 pictures)
o A fairy tale
□ Write an answer to this question (however long or short you like):
What does the Myth of Pandora teach us about how humans saw themselves and
the gods in Ancient Greece?
□ Complete some extra research: https://www.greeka.com/greece-myths/

Answers
Lesson 1 – Grenfell article
1.1.
1. Grenfell Tower caught fire on 14 June 2018. False – 14 June 2017
2. It is most likely that the fire was able to spread due to cladding on the outside of the
building. True
3. An in-person memorial took place to remember the lives of those who died in the
fire. False – due to the pandemic, it was a virtual memorial
4. Two celebrities who sent messages for the Grenfell memorial are Adele and
Stormzy. True
5. 27 people died in the fire in Grenfell Tower. False – 72 people died
6. Even though it was a tragedy, we know for sure why this happened and that it
won’t happen again. False – there are still many buildings like this and people are
still campaigning for this to be changed.

Lesson 2: The Myth of Pandora
2.1 Do Now
Key things to remember about the Myth of Prometheus:
• Following Prometheus; actions in stealing back fire for mankind, Zeus
punished him by imprisoning him in torturous conditions
• Zeus also said that he would punish Man(humans)
• All humans up to this point were men
2.2 Think Hard
Here are some possible answers:

2.4 Think Hard – Questions

2.6 Understanding the idiom
Think: Does your sentence make sense? Have you used the correct meaning
of Pandora’s Box?

2.7. Think Harder – Questions

You can reward anything else you might have that harms or causes difficulty
for mankind.

Give yourself an extra tick if you have used a quotation to support your views.

